Submission guidelines for Journal of Student Research

Submission deadline: July 1, 2009 to DKahrobaei@citytech.cuny.edu

In order to make all contributions uniform, please follow these guidelines:

1) All articles should be written in MS Word (one of the more recent versions). Please include the student name, the mentor name, department and in bold, the title of the research project. Equations, diagrams, pictures, etc. all have to be properly embedded and are the author’s responsibility. (We apologize for those who would like to use a different platform, like TeX, but there is no way we would be able to edit all the articles if we allow different formats). Please use Times at 12 point size, single spaced.

2) Articles should be at most 15 pages, and should contain research pertaining to the student work or talk, if they are presenting at the Student Research Conference on May 8 (it does not have to be the exact same topic, or cover the entire presentation, but it should be related)

3) Please also provide email addresses.

4) Please acknowledge how the research has been supported. (Emerging Scholar Program, LS-AMP, etc)